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Abstract
A semi-global nonlinear separation principle is described which presents conditions under which a stabi-
lizing controller based on the output and its derivatives (typically the state or partial state) can be replaced
by a controller based on measurement of the output only. The results include the case of high gain observer
reconstruction of the output derivatives and the case of approximating the output derivatives via numerical
derivatives for which various realizable schemes based on discrete sampling are given. The same sampling
constructions and results are also applied directly to the output measurement itself, giving rise to fast sam-
pling theorems. The proofs are based on estimating gap distances between the original controller and the
reconstructed approximation and conditions based on the robust stability margin.
1 Introduction
The long established linear separation principle states that for every stabilizing state feedback controller, a
corresponding output feedback controller can be constructed using a suitable observer and realizing the original
state feedback with the corresponding observer states. In the linear context, it is similarly well known and
long established that digital controllers can be designed via a process of fast sample and hold emulation of a
continuous time design. The purpose of this paper is to provide a wide-ranging extension of both these results
in a general nonlinear context.
There is a substantive literature which addresses the generalisation of the linear separation principle to nonlinear
systems. Typical results utilize high gain linear observers to reconstruct the state of the system which can
then be used under appropriate conditions to construct a suitable stabilizing feedback. Such results have been
obtained by a state space analysis based on singular perturbation theory and require a time scale separation of
the observer dynamics from the system dynamics. The separation principles we present here are related to the
above, but give rise to di®erent conditions and include both the case of controllers based on reconstructions of
the state via observers and those based on numerical di®erentiation. The approach is technically very di®erent;
here we utilize gap and graph perturbation techniques from the theory of nonlinear robust control, as opposed
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1to the state-space driven techniques of [3], see also [22, 23, 21]. One immediate bene¯t of the operator approach
taken is that the results apply to any plant which can be stabilized by memoryless feedback of the output and
its derivatives; it is not necessary for an underlying ¯nite dimensional state-space model to be known, or even
to exist. Furthermore, again in contrast to [3], the analysis inherently includes the e®ects of disturbances in
both the input and output channels and guarantees robust stability [15].
The formal treatment of the stability of controllers based on numerical di®erentiation appears to have been
¯rst undertaken in [18] (limited to linear plants which are minimum phase and either relative degree one or
two), although note that such schemes for implementing state feedbacks for nonlinear systems are common in
applications. The analysis in [18] involves a detailed state space construction of a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function
and would appear to be hard to generalize. Subsequently an alternative approach based on the gap metric
was developed in [11] which established global results in a variety of signal space settings. The analysis in the
particular case of linear minimum phase systems was rather complete. The results of [11] are limited in the
general nonlinear context since they require global closed loop gain stability, and are thus typically restricted
to plants and controllers which have linear growth conditions.
This paper provides a general semi-global analysis, thus removing the growth restrictions from the analysis in
[11]. The passage from global to semi-global is not elementary. The underlying robust stability theorem utilizes
Schauder ¯xed point theory, and gives rise to a requirement of compactness of a certain operator arising in the
analysis, and detailed analysis is required to establish this compactness in a variety of signal space settings. The
resulting output feedback controller can be constructed from a variety of di®erent operations to reconstruct the
derivatives. We demonstrate that appropriate reconstructions include the basic Euler approximation considered
in [11, 18]; two sampled versions of the Euler approximation scheme and methods based on high gain observers.
We remark that it has been well argued e.g. in [17] that such di®erentiation schemes (or other approximate
reconstructions such as high gain observers) may be essential for many nonlinear systems, simply because it
seems that it is only possible to construct (exact) nonlinear observers for certain specialized classes of plants.
We further remark that there is a wide literature in both the control and signal processing concerning nonlinear
estimation and reconstruction using di®erentiation, see e.g. [9] and the references therein, however, the results
in [11, 18] and in this paper are distinguished by the consideration of closed loop robust stability.
The fast sampling results established in this paper are obtained by applying the same sampling constructions
utilized in the sampled versions of the Euler approximations, but now applied directly to the output channel.
In particular, we give conditions under which an output feedback controller can be replaced by a sampled data
controller via a process of zero or ¯rst order hold sampling of the original controller. This substantially widens
the signal setting of the previous input-output approach to sampled data controllers [4] and contrasts to the
wider literature on state-space methods for this problem [2, 8, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32] in a similar manner to
the separation principle results: the results apply equally in ¯nite and in¯nite dimensional contexts and the
analysis inherently includes the e®ects of disturbances in both the input and output channels and automatically
guarantees positive robust stability margins in the sense of the gap metric [15].
From the vantage point of nonlinear robust stability theory, this paper provides another substantive illustration
of the power of the gap metric and robust stability theory [5, 15, 20]. This follows on from other major
applications of the framework to the analysis of nonlinear oscillators [16], the analysis of robustness properties
2of adaptive controllers [6, 7, 10, 12, 13] and iterative learning controllers [10], and a previous analysis of sampled
data controllers [4].
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce the notation and system theoretic properties. In
section 3 we investigate the properties of Euler operators, and show that both observer based and numerical
derivative based constructions have the required properties. In section 4 we state and prove the nonlinear
separation principles and discuss a number of corollaries and examples. Section 5 relates the required notion
of gain stability in the Sobolev space setting to the standard notion of Lp gain stability under a relative degree
assumption. Section 6 considers the sampling process as applied also to the output measurement itself and
establishes conditions for robust stability under fast sampling. Section 7 shows the previously developed results
for the initial condition free case also imply results for the case of non-zero initial conditions under reachability
assumptions. Conclusions are given in section 8, and an appendix contains the statement and proof of the
underlying robust stability result.
2 Background and notation
2.1 Function spaces
Let map(E;F) be the set of all maps from the set E to the set F. We de¯ne the domain of a mapping
x 2 map(E;F) as dom(x) = E. Let N ¸ 1 and let I ½ R+ be an interval. Then we let BUC(I;RN) denote
the space of uniformly continuous functions x: I ! RN with the uniform norm kxkBUC(I;RN) := sup
t2I
jx(t)j and
L1(I;RN) denote the space of all bounded functions x: I ! RN with the norm kxkL1(I;RN) := esssup
t2I
jx(t)j.
When I is compact, we let C(I;RN) denote the space BUC(I;RN) since all continuous functions on I are
bounded and uniformly continuous. For 1 · p < 1 we let Lp(I;RN) denote the space of all measurable
functions x: I ! RN with
R







loc(I;RN) denote the set of all functions x: I ! RN with
R
K jx(t)jpdt < 1 for all compact K ½ I. For
0 · r · 1 let Cr(I;RN) denote the set of all uniformly continuous, r-times di®erential functions from I to
RN. Suppose 0 2 I ½ R+, de¯ne
Cr















0 (I;RN) := CWr;p(I;RN) \ Cr
0(I;RN):
with norm k ¢ kWr;p(I;RN) = k ¢ kCWr;p(I;RN) = k ¢ kCW
r;p
0 (I;RN), de¯ned by the mapping




3We let Wr;p(I;RN) denote the Sobolev spaces of r-times weakly di®erential functions which is equal to the
completion of Cr(I;RN) w.r.t. to the norm k¢kWr;p(I;RN), see [1], noting that the weak derivative y(i) coincides
with the classical derivative when y 2 Ci. We let W
r;p
0 (I;RN) denote the closure of Cr
0(I;RN) in Wr;p(I;RN).
Note that for intervals I ½ R+, the spaces Lp(I;RN), Wr;p(I;RN) and W
r;p
0 (I;RN), 1 · p · 1 are Banach
spaces. If I ½ R+ is compact then C(I;RN), CWr;1(I;RN), CW
r;1
0 (I;RN) are complete.
The Sobolev embedding theorem [1, Ch. 5] includes the statement that if rp > 1, then Wr;p(I;RN) is embedded
into CWr;1(I;RN), that is there exists M > 0 such that for every element [y] 2 Wr;p(I;RN) (noting that
elements of Wr;p(I;RN) are equivalence classes of functions equal a.e.) there exists x 2 CWr;1(I;RN) such
that x 2 [y], that is y = x a.e., and kxkCWr;1(I;RN) · MkykWr;p(I;RN). Consequently W
r;p
0 (I;RN) is embedded
into CW
r;1
0 (I;RN), this is established as follows. For [y] 2 W
r;p
0 (I;RN), there exists yn 2 CW
r;p
0 (I;RN), n ¸ 1,
such that kyn ¡ ykW
r;p
0 (I;RN) ! 0 as n ! 1. Since CWr;1(I;RN) is embedded in Wr;p(I;RN), it follows that
there exists x 2 CWr;1(I;RN), x 2 [y] such that kyn ¡ xkCWr;1(I;RN) · Mkyn ¡ xkWr;p(I;RN) ! 0 as n ! 1.
In particular this shows that x(i)(0) = 0, 0 · i · r since y
(i)





The material in this section is based on [15, Sec. II], [10, Sec. 2], [11, Sec. 2].
Let X be a nonempty set. For 0 < ! · 1 let S! denote the set of all locally integrable maps in map([0;!) ! X).
For ease of notation de¯ne S := S1. For 0 < ¿ < ! · 1 de¯ne a truncation operator T¿ and a restriction
operator R¿ as follows:








R¿ : S! ! S¿ ; v 7! R¿v := (t 7! v(t); t 2 [0;¿)) :
We de¯ne V ½ S to be a signal space if, and only if, it is a vector space. Suppose additionally that V is a
normed vector space and that the norm k¢k = k¢kV is (also) de¯ned for signals of the form T¿v, v 2 V, ¿ > 0.
We can de¯ne a norm k ¢ k¿ on S¿ by kvk¿ = kT¿vk, for v 2 S¿. We associate spaces as follows:
² V[0;¿) = fv 2 S¿ j9w 2 V with kT¿wkV < 1 : v = R¿wg, for ¿ > 0,
² Ve = fv 2 S j8 ¿ > 0 : R¿v 2 V[0;¿)g, the extended space;
² V! = fv 2 S! j8 ¿ 2 (0;!) : R¿v 2 V[0;¿)g, for 0 < ! · 1; and
² Va =
S
!2(0;1] V!, the ambient space.
A mapping Q: Ua ! Ya is said to be causal if, and only if,
8 x;y 2 Ua 8 ¿ 2 dom(x) \ dom(Qx) : [R¿x = R¿y ) R¿Qx = R¿Qy]:
4Let P : Ua ! Ya and C : Ya ! Ua be causal mappings representing the plant and the controller, respectively.
Consider the system of equations
[P;C] : y1 = Pu1; u2 = Cy2; u0 = u1 + u2; y0 = y1 + y2 (2.1)










Figure 1: The closed-loop system [P;C]
For w0 = (u0;y0)T 2 W := U £ Y a pair (w1;w2) = ((u1;y1)T;(u2;y2)T) 2 Wa £ Wa, Wa := Ua £ Ya, is a
solution for [P;C] if, and only if, (2.1) holds on dom(w1;w2).
Let Xw0 := f(w1;w2) 2 Wa £ Wa j (w1;w2) solves (2.1)g be the set of all solutions, which may be empty. The
closed loop [P;C] is said to have the existence property if Xw0 6= ;, and the uniqueness property if
8 w0 2 W : ( ^ w1; ^ w2);( ~ w1; ~ w2) 2 Xw0 =) ( ^ w1; ^ w2) = ( ~ w1; ~ w2) on dom( ^ w1; ^ w2) \ dom( ~ w1; ~ w2):
For each w0 2 W, de¯ne 0 < !w0 · 1, by the property (0;!w0) :=
S
( ^ w1; ^ w2)2Xw0 dom( ^ w1; ^ w2) and de¯ne
(w1;w2) 2 Wa £ Wa, with dom(w1;w2) = (0;!w0), by the property (w1;w2)j(0;t) 2 Xw0 for all t 2 (0;!w0).
This induces the operator
HP;C : W ! Wa £ Wa; w0 7! (w1;w2):
For ­ ½ W the closed loop system [P;C] given by (2.1), is said to be:
² locally well posed on ­ if, and only if, it has the existence and uniqueness properties and the operator
HP;C
¯ ¯
­ : ­ ! Wa £ Wa; w0 7! (w1;w2), is causal;
² regularly well posed on ­ if, and only if, it is locally well posed and
8 w0 2 ­
h





W¿£W¿ ! 1 as ¿ ! !w0
i
: (2.2)
² globally well posed on ­ if, and only if, it is locally well posed on ­ and HP;C(­) ½ We £ We;
For the plant operator P and the controller operator C de¯ne the graph GP of the plant and the graph GC of










u 2 U; Pu 2 Y
)









Cy 2 U; y 2 Y
)
½ W :
P is said to be stabilizable [10] (or causally extendible in [11, 14]) if, and only if for all w1 = (u1;y1) 2 Wa
satisfying Pu1 = y1 and for all ¿ 2 dom(w1), there exists w0
1 2 GP such that R¿w1 = R¿w0
1.
5Next de¯ne the operators





and ¦P==C + ¦C==P = I.
For normed signal spaces X, V, let BR = BR;X(0) ½ X denote the ball centred at 0 and of radius r > 0 in X,
and de¯ne the following:










¯ ¯ ¯ x 2 X ; kR¿xk¿ · R ¿ > 0; R¿x 6= 0
¾
< 1:
² A causal operator Q: X ! Va is called globally gain-function stable if, and only if, Q(X) ½ V and the
nonlinear so-called gain-function
g [Q] : [0;1) ! [0;1); r 7! g [Q](r) := sup
©
kR¿Qxk¿




For normed signal spaces U, Y and W := U £ Y and the causal operator P : Ua ! Ya and C: Ya ! Ua de¯ne
the following:
² The closed-loop system [P;C] given by (2.1) with the associated operator HP;C : W ! Wa £ Wa is said
to be W-stable if, and only if, it is globally well posed on W and HP;C(W) ½ W £ W.
² The closed-loop system [P;C] given by (2.1) with the associated operator HP;C : W ! Wa £ Wa is said
to be gain stable on BR;W(0) if, and only if, it is globally well posed on BR;W(0) and HP;C is gain stable
on BR;W(0).
² The closed-loop system [P;C] given by (2.1) with the associated operator HP;C : W ! Wa £ Wa is said
to be globally gain-function stable if, and only if, it is globally well posed on W and HP;C is globally
gain-function stable.
² Consider the causal operator P : Ua ! Ya and a one parameter family of operators fC[¸]: Ya ! Uag¸>0.
The parameterized closed-loop system [P;C[¢]] given by (2.1) is said to be semi-globally gain stable if,
and only if, for all R > 0 there exists ¸ > 0 such that the closed loop system [P;C[¸]] is gain stable on
BR;W(0).
3 Euler approximations and their properties
For 1 · p · 1, N ¸ 1 and 1 · k · r · 1, let U := Lp(R+;R) and Y := CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or Y :=
W
r;p
0 (R+;RN). We de¯ne the di®erentiation operator @i, i · r:
@i: Ya ! @iYa ½ Lp
a(R+;RN); : @iy = y(i);
6Let @k: Ya ! Yk
a be de¯ned by @k = (I;@1;:::@k), where Yk = V £¢¢¢£V is the Cartesian product of k copies
of V = Lp(R+;RN). In this paper we consider causal, U £ Y-stable controllers of the form
CF : Ya ! Ua : CF = F ± @k (3.1)
where F : Yk
a ! Ua and F(Yk) ½ U. The Euler controller is de¯ned to be:
CEuler
F [h]: Ya ! Ua : CEuler
F [h] = F ± ¢k;h: (3.2)
where the Euler operator ¢k;h: Ya ! Yk
a belongs to a suitable class of approximations to the di®erentiation
operator which will be described below. We will consider the output feedback controller (3.2) to form an
approximation of the output derivative feedback controller (3.1), (in a manner which we will make precise in
section 4) and we will study the question of when the stability of a closed loop system [P;CF] also guarantees
the stability of [P;CEuler
F [h]].
As a concrete example, given a (locally Lipschitz continuous) function f : R2 ! R, we de¯ne the nonlinear
proportional-derivative (PD) feedback
Cf : Ya ! Ua ;





and the Euler controller:
CEuler
f [h] : Ya ! Ua ;
y 7! u := f
¡
y; 1




where the signal y(1) (which is potentially unavailable for measurement) is replaced by an approximate recon-
struction, thus requiring an output measurement of y only. We will later consider higher order and sampled
versions of the above Euler controller, together with constructions based on high gain observers.
We now make precise the notion of ¢k;h forming an approximation to @k.
De¯nition 3.1 Let 1 · p · 1, N ¸ 1, 1 · k · r · 1 and h > 0. Let Y = Wr;p(R+;RN), CWr;p(R+;RN),
W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or CW
r;p




k;h) : Ya ! Yk
a (3.5)




Lp([0;T);RN) · °i(h)kRTykWr;p([0;T);RN) (3.6)
holds for all y 2 Y, T > 0 and 0 · i · k. The constant °i(h) is called an Euler approximation constant, and
we de¯ne °(h) =
Pk
i=0 °i(h).
Examples of Euler-operators and their Euler approximation constants now follow.
73.1 Euler operators from numerical approximations
In the ¯rst three examples, we specify two operators ¢0
k;h;¢1
k;h : Ya ! L
p
a(R+;RN), k ¸ 0, h > 0 and de¯ne
the operators ¢
¹
k;h, ¹ ¸ 0, by:
¢
¹





> > > <
> > > :
¢
¹¡1
k;h (¢k;h(y)) if ¹ ¸ 2
¢1
k;h(y) if ¹ = 1
¢0








h(±h ± D¡h ¡ ±h)
¤
(y) = 1
h(±h(D¡h(y)) ¡ ±hy); (3.9)
for some ±h : map(R+;RN) ! map(R+;RN) to be speci¯ed and where D¿, ¿ 2 R, denotes the delay operator:1
D¿ : map(R+;RN) ! map(R+;RN)




0 on [0;¿); if ¿ > 0
y(¢ ¡ ¿) on [¿;1); if ¿ > 0
y(¢ ¡ ¿) on [0;1); if ¿ · 0:
(3.10)



















h(y)(t) = ±hD(j¡1)h(y)(t); j ¸ 0: (3.12)
It is trivial to see that if ¢0
k;h is given by (3.8), then the Euler constant °0(h) is zero for all h > 0.
1. The standard Euler operator is speci¯ed by taking ±h to be the pure delay of length h:
y 7! ±h(y) := Dh(y): (3.13)
Thus the standard Euler operator is simply the Euler formula for the numerical derivative: ¢0
k;h(y)(t) =
1
h(y(t)¡y(t¡h)). It is trivial to see that ±h commutes with both Dh and D¡h, so (3.12) holds. We show
in Theorem 3.4 below (see also [11] for the case of N = 1), that for either 1 · p < 1 and 1 · k · r ¡ 2,
or p = 1 and 1 · k · r ¡ 1, ¢k;h is an Y Euler operator and that the Euler approximation constants
for Y = CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) and Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) are given in the ¯rst row of table 1.




N) where elements are equivalence classes of functions equal a.e., D¿ is naturally
extended via: D¿[x] = [ ~ D¿x] where ~ D¿ : map(R+;R
N) ! map(R+;R
N) denotes the delay operator de¯ned on map(R+;R
N).
8y 7! ±h(y) Euler approximation constants
for CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) and W
r;p
0 (R+;RN)
1 · i · r ¡ 2 if p < 1, 1 · i · r ¡ 1 if p = 1




















h °i(h) = (3i + 1)hN (2(1 + (3i + 1)hp))
1
p (3.18)
Table 1: Sampled Euler operators and their Euler approximation constants for i ¸ 1.
Whilst the standard Euler operator is convenient for analysis, for implementation it su®ers the serious drawback
it can only be realised by storing the signal y on the interval [t¡h;t). This motivates the formalisation of the
notion of sample and hold.
Let h > 0 be the sample period. The perfect sampling operator corresponds to the mapping from the signal to
the sequence of signal values at the sampling times. Since W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) ½ Lp(R+;RN), the formal de¯nition
requires the Sobolev embedding theorem. Hence, we de¯ne the perfect sampling operator S0
h as follows:
S0





Ejhy; j > 0; jh 2 dom(y)
0; otherwise;
j 2 Z (3.19)
where in the case of Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN), rp > 1, the pointwise evaluation operator Et: Ya ! RN is interpreted
via the Sobolev embedding theorem, that is for any t 2 R and ¿ > 0 satisfying 0 · t < ¿ 2 dom(y), Et([y]) is
de¯ned to be pointwise evaluation of the element x 2 C([0;¿);RN) \ [R¿y], that is Et([y]) = x(t).
The integrally sampled operator, S1
h: Y ! RN is de¯ned by
S1









0 y((j ¡ 1
2)h + s) ds; if j > 1; jh 2 dom(y);
0; otherwise;
j 2 Z (3.20)
and re°ects the action of the typical implementation of a sampling procedure; that is to take the average value
of the signal over a short period.
We let H0
h: map(Z;RN) ! Ua denote the zero-order hold, and H1
h: map(Z;RN) ! Ua denote the ¯rst order































where btch = maxfs 2 R j s = jh; j 2 Z; s · tg.
92. The sampled Euler operators are speci¯ed by taking ±h as in the last four entries of table 1 and correspond
respectively to the cases of zero order hold perfect sampling, ¯rst order hold perfect sampling, zero order
hold with integral sampling and ¯rst order hold with integral sampling. In all four cases, ±h commutes
with both Dh and D¡h, so (3.12) holds and hence the sampled Euler operators can be realised as a causal
operator acting on the sampled signal y, that is at the time instants t = jh, j 2 N, and the current time
t ¸ 0. Furthermore, it only requires memory of at most the last r samples, that is, it only requires storage
of (Sy)(bt ¡ hch);:::;(Sy)(bt ¡ rhch), where S = S0
h or S = S1
h. The Euler approximation constants
given in the second column of table 1 are established in Theorem 3.4 below.
3.1.1 Proof of the Euler operator properties for the numerical approximations
To establish the relevant norm bounds in inequality (3.6), we establish pointwise bounds on ¢i
k;h(y) ¡ y(i) in
terms of y(i+1) using the Mean Value Theorem. Lemma 3.3 then establishes the relevant norm bound from the
pointwise bounds. The following result, Proposition 3.2 is quoted directly from [11, Prop. 3.2]: note that this
result comes from a detailed analysis, and is not an elementary estimate.
Proposition 3.2 For y 2 C(R¸0;R) and % > 0, de¯ne the function
M%[y] : R+ ! R; t 7! max
¿2[t¡%;t]
jy(¿)j ; where y(s) = 0 if s < 0: (3.23)
Then, for every y 2 CW
1;p
0 (R+;R) and 1 · p < 1,






kykLp([0;T);R) + %pk_ ykLp([0;T);R)
¢
: (3.24)
The following lemma uses Proposition 3.2 to give bounds on the Euler approximation constants.
Lemma 3.3 Let 1 · p · 1, 0 · r · 1 and Y = CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN). If there exists
c(h) > 0 and %(h) > 0 such that for all t ¸ 0, y 2 Cr
0(R+;RN) and º 2 f1;:::;Ng,
j¢i
k;h(yº)(t) ¡ y(i)
º (t)j · c(h)M%(h)[y(i+1)
º ](t) for all
0 · i · k < r ¡ 1 if 1 · p < 1








p if 1 · p < 1; 0 · i · k < r ¡ 1
c(h)N if p = 1; 0 · i · k < r:
(3.25)
Proof. Let Y = CW
r;p
















· c(h)(2(1 + %(h)p))
1
pkRTyºkCWr;p[0;T) 80 · i · k · r ¡ 1;
10and hence
kRT(¢i
k;h(y) ¡ y(i))kLp · c(h)N(2(1 + %(h)p))
1
pkRTykCWr;p[0;T) 80 · i · k · r ¡ 1:




k;h(y) ¡ y(i))kL1[0;T) · c(h)NkRTykCWr;1[0;T) :
Let Y = W
r;p





0 ([0;T);RN), and since ¢i
k;h, @i are bounded linear operators from W
r;p
0 ([0;T);RN) to Lp([0;T);RN), it
follows that there exist yn 2 CW
r;p










0 ;LpkRT(y ¡ yn)kLp[0;T) + °i(h)kRTynkW
r;p
0 [0;T) + k@ikW
r;p
0 ;LpkRT(y ¡ yn)kLp[0;T)
! °i(h)kRTykW
r;p
0 [0;T) as n ! 1;
hence the Euler approximation constants for Y = W
r;p
0 are also given by equation (3.25). 2





0 (R+;RN). If ¢k;h is de¯ned by (3.5), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and table 1, then ¢k;h is an Y Euler
operator and the Euler approximation constants are given in table 1.
Proof. Step 1: Let 1 · i · k < r. We ¯rst consider ¢i
k;h de¯ned by (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and ±h = Dh. Let
t ¸ 0 and let y 2 Ci
0(R+;RN). By i applications of the Mean Value Theorem, there exist »i
j : R¸0 ! (0;jh]N,






































































and by a further application of the Mean Value Theorem, there exist »i+1
i : R¸0 ! (0;ih]N such that, for





























ihMih[y(i+1)](t). Hence with c(h) = ih and %(h) = ih, Lemma 3.3 gives the Euler approximation constant
bound (3.14).
11Step 2: We now consider ¢i
k;h de¯ned by (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and ±h = H0
h±S0
h. By applications of the Mean Value
Theorem, there exists »i
1 : R¸0 ! (0;btch¡bt¡hch)]N = (0;h]N and »i
2 : R¸0 ! (0;btch¡bt¡2hch)]N = (0;2h]N





(yº(btch) ¡ yº(bt ¡ hch)) = y(1)










º (bbtch ¡ (»i









º (btch ¡ (»i
2)º(t)):
Then, by the same analysis as in step 1, there exists »i
i+1 : R¸0 ! (0;t¡btch +ih]N ½ (0;(i+1)h]N such that,






¯ ¯ · (i + 1)h
¯
¯ ¯y(i+1)




· (i + 1)hM(i+1)h[y(i+1)
º ]
and thus with, c(h) = (i+1)h and %(h) = (i+1)h, Lemma 3.3 gives the Euler approximation constants (3.15)
as required.
Step 3: We now consider ¢i
k;h de¯ned by (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and ±h = H1
h ± S0














(y(bt ¡ hch) ¡ y(bt ¡ 2hch))
¶
:
By an application of the Mean Value Theorem there exists »i
1 : R ! (0;btch ¡ bt ¡ hch]N = (0;h]N such that,














º (bt ¡ hch ¡ (»i
1)º(t ¡ h)):
























º (bt ¡ hch ¡ (»i








º (bt ¡ hch ¡ (»i
1)º(t ¡ h) ¡ 2h)
¶
and hence an application of the Mean Value Theorem yields the existence of »i
2 : R ! (h;2h]N such that, for






º (bt ¡ hch ¡ (»i







º (bt ¡ 2hch ¡ (»i
1)º(t ¡ 2h)):
12Following the same analysis as in step 1 it follows that there exists »i







º (bt ¡ (i ¡ 1)hch ¡ (»i








º (bt ¡ ihch ¡ (»i
i)º(t ¡ ih)):
Observe that by the Intermediate Value Theorem there exists ³i : R¸0 ! [2(i ¡ 1)h;(2i + 1)h]N such that, for
all º 2 f1;:::;Ng,
¢i
k;h(yº)(t) = y(i)(t ¡ (³i)º(t)): (3.27)
Finally, by another application of the Mean Value Theorem there exists »i
i+1 : R¸0 ! (0;(2i+1)h]N such that,





¯ ¯ · (2i + 1)h
¯
¯ ¯y(i+1)
º (t ¡ (»i
i+1)º(t))
¯
¯ ¯ · (2i + 1)hM(2i+1)h[y(i+1)
º ]
and thus, with c(h) = (2i+1)h and %(h) = (2i+1)h, Lemma 3.3 gives the Euler approximation constants (3.16)
as required.
Step 4: We now consider ¢i
k;h de¯ned by (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and ±h = H0
h ± S1






































By an application of the Mean Value Theorem there exists »i
1 : R¸0 ! (h



















Then by the Integral Mean Value Theorem, there exists ´i
1 : R¸0 2 [0; h














2 ]N and ´i
2 : R¸0 2 [0; h





























































13Applying the Mean Value Theorem and the Integral Mean Value Theorem another i¡2 times gives the existence
of »i




2 ]N and ´i
i : R¸0 2 [0; h









and thus applying the Mean Value Theorem once again there exists »i
i+1 : R¸0 ! (0;(i + 2)h]N such that, for










¢¯ ¯ ¯ · (i + 2)hM(i+2)h[y(i+1)
º ]
and thus, with c(h) = (i+2)h and %(h) = (i+2)h, Lemma 3.3 gives the Euler approximation constants (3.17)
as required.
Step 5: Finally consider the case of the integrally sampled operator, i.e. ¢i
k;h de¯ned by (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and
±h = H1
h ± S1
































By the Mean Value Theorem there exists »i








































Then by the Integral Mean Value Theorem there exists ´i


























btch ¡ h ¡ (»i
1)º(t ¡ h) ¡ (´i
1)º(t)
¢
and thus the Intermediate Value Theorem yields existence of ³i
1 : R¸0 ! (0;3h]










Applying this analysis i ¡ 1 times more it follows that there exists ³i
i : R¸0 ! (0;(3i + 1)h]









and hence by the Mean Value Theorem there exists »i
i+1 : R¸0 ! (0;(3i + 1)h]







¯ ¯ · (3i + 1)h
¯
¯ ¯y(i+1)
º (t ¡ (»i
i+1)º(t))
¯
¯ ¯ · (3i + 1)hM(3i+1)h[y(i+1)
º ]
and thus, with c(h) = (3i+1)h and %(h) = (3i+1)h, Lemma 3.3 gives the Euler approximation constants (3.18)
as required. 2
143.2 High gain observers are Euler operators
An Euler operator of a very di®erent nature is that of a high gain observer, which we consider in the SISO
setting (N = 1).
3. For the high gain observer construction, we de¯ne ¢k;h: Ya ! L
p
a(R+;R), 1 · p · 1 as follows:





_ xk = xk+1 +
®k
hk (x1 ¡ y)
_ xk+1 =
®k+1





k;h(y)(t) = xi(t); 1 · i · k · r ¡ 1:
where the polynomial sk+1 + ®1sk + :::®ks + ®k+1 is Hurwitz. Letting ei = xi ¡ y(i¡1), 1 · i · k + 1,
e = (e1;:::ek+1)T, we have



















hk 0 0 ¢¢¢ 1
®k+1


























To obtain a bound on the Euler approximation constant, observe that for 1 · i · k · r ¡ 1,
k¢i
k;h ¡ @ikWr;2;L2 = kCi+1(sI ¡ Ah)¡1BkH1 = hk+1¡ikCi+1(sI ¡ A1)¡1BkH1;
where Ci is the row vector with 1 in the ith column, and 0's elsewhere. Hence the Euler approximation




hk+i¡1kCi+1(sI ¡ A1)¡1BkH1 if p = 2; k · r ¡ 1;
°(h) = (2k + 3)
k+1 X
i=1
hk+i¡1kCi+1(sI ¡ A1)¡1BkH1 if p = 1; k · r ¡ 1;
where the result for p = 1 follows from the fact that kPkL1(R+;R);L1(R+;R) · (2n + 1)kPkL2(R+;R);L2(R+;R)
where n is the minimal state dimension of P, [30].
In all the above examples of Euler operators the Euler approximation constants are de¯ned and approach zero
as h ! 0. The results that we will establish place bounds on the required size of h > 0; furthermore, the
role of h as an important parameter in determining trade-o®s between the region of stability and sensitivity to
disturbances will be explicit.
153.3 Regular Euler operators
In order to establish semi-global results, we will require an additional compactness property. This property is
not required for the global results of [11] or for the global result presented later in section 4.2, and arises here
from application of the Schauder ¯xed point theorem in the underlying robust stability theorem (Theorem 9.1).
De¯nition 3.5 Let 1 · p · 1 and k ¸ 0, h > 0, ¿ > 0. A Y Euler operator ¢k;h, (3.5), is said to be regular
if the operators Q¿
i : Y ! Lp([0;¿);RN), 0 · i · k de¯ned by
Q¿
i y = R¿(¢i
k;h ¡ @i)y; y 2 Y
are compact for all ¿ > 0.
Here, recall that an operator is said to be compact if it is continuous and maps bounded sets into relatively
compact sets, and where a set is said to be relatively compact if it has compact closure.
We ¯rst consider the high gain observer construction from 3. above, where for 1 · p · 1 the required
continuity and compactness follows from the properties of linear systems.
Proposition 3.6 Let p = 2 or p = 1, 1 · k < r < 1, h > 0 and let Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or Y =
CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN). Let ¢k;h be de¯ned by (3.5), (3.29). Then ¢k;h is a regular Y Euler operator.
Proof. Consider equation (3.30). As the map y 7! ei is bounded and linear on ¯nite intervals for 1 · i · r¡1
it follows that Q¿
i is continuous. Since equation (3.30) forms a strictly proper LTI system, the map y 7! ei
is compact on ¯nite intervals, and hence the map Q¿
i is also compact. Since Q¿
0 ´ 0 is compact, the result
follows. 2
We now consider the numerical derivative based constructions from 1., 2. above. In the setting of continuous
function spaces, the required compactness for 1 · p < 1 is established via the Arzela-Ascoli theorem.
Proposition 3.7 Let 1 · r < 1 and suppose either 1 · p < 1 and 1 · k · r¡2, or p = 1 and 1 · k · r¡1.
Let h > 0 and suppose rp > 1. Let Y = CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN). Let ¢k;h be de¯ned by (3.5), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) where
±h is either given by ±h = Dh, ±h = H1
h ± S0
h or ±h = H1
h ± S1
h. Then ¢k;h is a regular Y Euler operator.






i is a bounded linear operator, so Q¿
i is continuous. It remains to show that Q¿
i maps bounded
sets onto relatively compact sets. This is trivial if i = 0, so suppose i ¸ 1.
Let R > 0, let BR;Y(0) = fy 2 Y j kyk · Rg and let 0 = Q¿
i (BR;Y(0)). By de¯nition of Y it follows that every
element of x 2 0 is bounded and uniformly continuous, hence there exists a unique x¤ 2 C([0;¿];RN) such
that R¿x¤ = x. Let ­ = fx¤ 2 C([0;¿];RN) j R¿x¤ 2 0g ½ C([0;¿];RN). By [29, Theorem A4], ­ is compact
in C([0;¿];RN) if, and only if, ­ is totally bounded as a subset of C([0;¿];RN). The Arzela-Ascoli theorem
(see for example [29, Theorem A5]) gives that ­ is totally bounded in C([0;¿];RN) if and only if, ­ satis¯es
two conditions: (i) ­ is pointwise bounded, i.e. for all t 2 [0;¿], supfjz(t)j 2 R+ jz 2 ­g < 1, and (ii) ­ is
16equicontinuous on [0;¿].
To establish (i), let y 2 BR;Y(0). Then z = Q¿
i y 2 ­ ½ C([0;¿];RN) and for all t 2 [0;¿],
jQ¿
i (y)(t)j = j¢i
k;h(y)(t) ¡ (@iy)(t)j · °i(h)kykWi+1;1([0;¿];RN) = °i(h)kykCW
i+1;1
0 ([0;¿];RN) (3.31)
where °i(h) is the appropriate Euler approximation constant, see table 1. By the Sobolev embedding theorem,
there exists M > 0 such that kykCW
i+1;1
0 ([0;¿];RN) · MkykW
i+1;p
0 ([0;¿];RN), hence j(Q¿
i y)(t)j · M°i(h)kykY.
Since this holds for all y 2 BR;W(0) this establishes (i). (ii) follows from Proposition 3.8 below.
This establishes that ­ is compact as a subset of C([0;¿];RN). Let fxjgj¸1 be a sequence with values in 0.
Since R¿­ = 0, 0 = R¿­ ½ R¿­ it follows that fxjgj¸1 takes values in R¿­. Hence fx¤
jgj¸1 is a sequence
with values in ­. Since ­ is compact in C([0;¿];RN), it follows that fx¤
jgj¸1 has a convergent subsequence in
C([0;¿];RN). Then since xj = R¿x¤
j, it follows that fxjgj¸1 has a convergent subsequence in BUC([0;¿);RN),
and so 0 is compact in BUC([0;¿);RN).
We conclude the proof by observing that this also implies the compactness of 0 as a subset of Lp([0;¿);RN):
by compactness any sequence in 0 has a convergent subsequence in BUC([0;¿);RN), which is also convergent
in U¿ = Lp([0;¿);RN) since convergent sequences in BUC([0;¿);RN) are also convergent in Lp([0;¿);RN).
This completes the proof. 2
Proposition 3.8 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · k < r < 1, h > 0 and let Y = CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN). Let ¢k;h be de¯ned by
(3.5), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and where ±h is given by either ±h = Dh, ±h = H1
h ± S0
h (if rp > 1), or ±h = H1
h ± S1
h.
Let ¿ > 0, R > 0, and let ­ = Q¿
i (BR;Y(0)). Then ­ is equicontinuous on [0;¿].
Proof. To establish equicontinuity we have to show that
8 " > 0 8 t0 2 [0;¿] 9 T = Tt0(") > 0 8 t 2 [t0 ¡ T;t0 + T] \ [0;¿]
8 z 2 ­ : jz(t0) ¡ z(t)j < ": (3.32)



























q = 1. Let 0 · i · k. It follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus and the HÄ older inequality
that:
¯












Let 0 · j · i. In the case of ±h = Dh, as given by (3.13), we have ±
j











In the case of ±h = H1
h ± S0



















17We consider two cases: a) there exists ®t0 > 0 such that btch = bt0ch for all t0 ¡ ®t0 < t < t0 + ®t0, or b)
t0 = hi for some i 2 N. We ¯rst consider case a). Since y(bt0 ¡ jhch) = y(bt ¡ jhch) and y(bt0 ¡ jh ¡ hch) =





























qjt0 ¡ tjkykWr;p([bt0¡jh¡hch;bt0¡jhch];RN) :
We now consider case b). Let ®t0 = h. If t0 ¡ ®t0 < t < t0 then since y(bt0 ¡ jh ¡ hch) = y(bt ¡ jhch) and

































qjt0 ¡ tjkykWr;p([bt¡jh¡hch;bt¡jhch];RN) :













as in case a).
In the case of ±h = H1
h ± S1







































2(t) 2 [0;h=2]. Analogously to the above, we can then show that there exists ®t0 > 0 such that





















q jt0 ¡ tjkykWr;p([bt¡jh¡hch¡h=2;bt¡jhch];RN) in case b):




i y(t0) ¡ Q¿




q + C2jt ¡ t0j
´
; (3.34)












In the setting of the function spaces Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN), the required compactness for 1 · p < 1 can be
established from [1, Theorem 2.21].
18Proposition 3.9 Let 1 · r < 1 and suppose either 1 · p < 1 and 1 · k · r¡2, or p = 1 and 1 · k · r¡1.
Let h > 0 and suppose rp > 1. Let Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN). Let ¢k;h be de¯ned by (3.5), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) where
±h is given by either ±h = Dh, ±h = H1
h ± S0
h or ±h = H1
h ± S1
h. Then ¢k;h is a regular Y Euler operator.
Proof. Let ¿ > 0 and 0 · i · r¡1. As in Proposition 3.7, the continuity of Q¿
i in all three cases follows from
the fact that Q¿
i is a bounded linear operator. It remains to show that Q¿
i maps bounded sets onto relatively
compact sets.
Let " > 0. By [1, Theorem 2.21] it su±ces to show that there exists ± > 0 and 0 < t1 < t2 < ¿ such that for
all z = Q¿
i y, y 2 BR;W(0) and for all 0 < t0 · ±,
i)
R t1
0 jz(t)jp dt +
R ¿
t2 jz(t)jp dt < "p, and
ii)
R ¿
0 jz(t + t0) ¡ z(t)jp dt < "p.
We ¯rst establish i). Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.7, we know there exists M > 0 such that for all
0 · t · ¿, and for all y 2 BR;W(0), j(Q¿






jz(t)jp dt · (t1 + ¿ ¡ t2)(M°i(h)kykY)
p ;
and i) follows. We now establish ii). By the proof of Proposition 3.8, we know for all " > 0 there exists ± > 0
such that jz(t + t0) ¡ z(t)j < " for all z 2 Q¿
i BR;W(0) \ CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) and 0 < t0 · ±. Hence,
Z ¿
0
jz(t + t0) ¡ z(t)jp dt ·
Z ¿
0
"p dt · ¿"p
and this su±ces to complete the proof since CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) is dense in W
r;p
0 (R+;RN). 2
4 A high gain nonlinear separation principle
For suitable signal spaces U and Y we consider causal controllers of the form
CF : Ya ! Ua : CF = F ± @
CEuler
F [h]: Ya ! Ua : CEuler
F = F ± ¢k;h; (4.1)
where @: Ya ! Yk
a denotes the di®erentiation operator and ¢k;h: Ya ! Yk
a is a regular Y Euler operator,
where recall that Yk is de¯ned to the Cartesian product of k copies of Lp(R+;RN). We will additionally
assume that F : Yk
a ! Ua is causal and satis¯es a local Lipschitz condition, namely that there exists a function
¤F : R+ £ R+ ! R+, monotonically increasing in both arguments, such that:
kR¿F(x)¡R¿F(y)kU[0;¿) · ¤F(kR¿xkYk[0;¿);kR¿x¡R¿ykYk[0;¿))kR¿x¡R¿ykYk[0;¿); x;y 2 Yk;¿ ¸ 0: (4.2)
We now investigate the inference of stability of the closed loop [P;CEuler
F [h]] from the stability of the closed
loop [P;CF].
194.1 Regional stability
We now give the main result of the paper, which establishes a regional version of the nonlinear separation
principle when the closed loop system starts at rest.
Theorem 4.1 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · k < r · 1, M;N ¸ 1 and let W := U £ Y where W = Lp(R+;RM) £
W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or W = L1(R+;RM) £ CW
r;1
0 (R+;RN). Let R > % > 0. Suppose F : Yk
a ! Ua is causal
and locally Lipschitz with F(0) = 0 and is such that the controller CF : Ya ! Ua given by (3.1) applied to
some causal operator P : Ua ! Ya, with P(0) = 0, yields a closed-loop system [P;CF] which is gain stable on





W;W < 1. Suppose h > 0 is such that





F [h]] has the uniqueness property, where CEuler
F [h]: Ya ! Ua is given by (3.2) and ¢k;h is
a regular Y Euler operator. Then the closed-loop system [P;CEuler














Proof. Since F is locally Lipschitz, F (@y);F (¢k;hy) 2 U for all y 2 Y. Hence the graphs of CF and CEuler
F [h]


























; y 2 Y
)
:
Consider the causal, surjective mapping


















































































GCF \B®R;W(0) is compact for all ¿ > 0. Let fxngn¸1 be a convergent sequence in GCF. Let
xn = (F(@yn);yn)T and observe that yn ! y 2 Y. Since the composition of the continuous operators R¿, F,
¢k;h ¡ @ is continuous, it follows that R¿F(¢k;h ¡ @)yn converges, and hence R¿(©h ¡ I)xn converges, hence
R¿(©h ¡ I)
¯ ¯
GCF \B®R;W(0) is continuous. It then su±ces to show that R¿F(¢k;h ¡ @) maps bounded subsets




h ¡ @i) is
as in De¯nition 3.5. Let ­ ½ B®R;W(0) be bounded and consider a sequence fxigi¸1 where xi 2 ­. Since
¢k;h is regular, Q is compact, so there exists a subsequence fxijgj¸1 such that fQxijgj¸1 converges to a point
y 2 Q(­). Then by the local Lipschitz condition (4.2),
kR¿F(¢k;h ¡ @)(xij) ¡ R¿FykU[0;¿) · ¤F(®R;°(h)®R + ®R)kR¿(¢k;h ¡ @)xij ¡ R¿ykYk[0;¿)
= ¤F(®R;°(h)®R + ®R)kQxij ¡ ykYk
! 0 as j ! 1: (4.7)
Hence R¿F(¢k;h ¡ @)(xij) converges to R¿Fy 2 R¿F(¢k;h ¡ @)(­) ½ Yk[0;¿) as j ! 1, and we have
established the claim.
Since ©h 2 O
W;®R
CF;CEuler
F [h] it follows from (4.6) that ~ ±W;®R(CF;CEuler
F [h]) · °(h)¤F (®R;°(h)®R) where the gap
distance ~ ± is as given by equation (9.1). Since F(0) = 0, CF(0) = CEuler
F [h](0) = 0, the result follows from
Theorem 9.1 with " =
%
R, since W is truncation complete. 2
We now highlight the important features of the above result.
² In the examples of Euler operators given in section 3, the Euler approximation constants have the property
that °(h) ! 0 as h ! 0. This means that inequality (4.3) can always be met for appropriate choices of
h > 0.
² In the case whereby controllers are speci¯ed via a locally Lipschitz memoryless feedback (3.3), (3.4), it is
straightforward to see that ¤F = G[f] for 1 · p · 1, where G: R2




jf(x) ¡ f(y)j: (4.8)
² The above result has a requirement that the Euler operators are regular, this is due to the compactness
requirement in the regional robust stability result, Theorem 9.1. The requirement of regularity will be
removed in the later global result, Theorem 4.5 below.
We now give two corollaries and an example to further illustrate the utility of Theorem 4.1. To highlight the
nature of the results, we only state the qualitative versions of these results, but the analogues of the constructive
bound of Theorem 4.1 can be obtained straightforwardly.
Corollary 4.2 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · r · 1, M;N ¸ 1 and let W := U £ Y where U = Lp(R+;RM),
Y = W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or Y = CW
r;1
0 (R+;RN). Let P be a causal operator P : Ua ! Ya, with P(0) = 0 and
Cf : Ya ! Ua a locally Lipschitz continuous feedback given by (3.3). Suppose the closed loop system [P;Cf] is
both locally gain stable and globally gain-function stable. Then [P;CEuler
f [¢]] is semi-globally gain stable.
21Example 4.3 Let p = 1, r = 1, M = N = 1. Let the plant P : Ua ! Ya and controller Cf : Ya ! Ua be
given by:
P : _ x1 = x2
_ x2 = x2
1 + u1; x(0) = 0
y = x1
Cf : u2 = f(y2; _ y2) = ¡2y2
2 + y2 + _ y2
Suppose k(u0;y0)Tk · r. Since _ x2 = ¡x1¡x2¡y2
1+4y0y1¡2y2
0+y0+ _ y0+u0 and ¡y2
1+4y0y1 · 4y2
0, we can write










and k'kL1 · 6r2 + 3r. Hence g[¦P==Cf](r) · c(r + r2),
for some constant c > 0 and the closed loop system [P;Cf] is both locally gain stable and globally gain-function
stable. The closed loop [P;CEuler
f [h]] for h > 0 has the uniqueness property since the closed loop is an ordinary
di®erential delay system. Then [P;CEuler
f [¢]] is semi-globally gain stable.





0 (R+;RN). Let P be a causal operator P : Ua ! Ya, with P(0) = 0 and fCf[¸] : Ya ! Uag¸>0 be a
one parameter family of locally Lipschitz continuous feedbacks given by (3.3). Suppose [P;Cf[¢]] is semi-globally
gain stable. Then [P;CEuler
f[¢] [¢]] is semi-globally gain stable.
4.2 Global stability
In the special case whereby gain stability holds globally and the controller F satis¯es a global Lipschitz condi-
tion, with Lipschitz constant LF satisfying:
kF(x) ¡ F(y)kU · LFkx ¡ ykYk x;y 2 Yk; (4.9)
then a version of Theorem 4.1 holds globally (R = 1), under a stabilizability assumption, without the require-
ment that the Euler operator is regular and without the restriction to truncation complete signal spaces, see
[11, Th. 3.1] for the particular case of a linear feedback. This is because under global stability assumptions,
it is not necessary to utilize Schauder ¯xed point theory as in Theorem 9.1, and the result follows from the
simpler robust stability theorem [11, Th. 2.1], which is based on [15, Th. 1]. Here we state a generalisation of
[11, Th. 3.1]. The proof is omitted as it follows similarly to 4.1 above using [11, Th. 2.1] in place of Theorem
9.1.
Theorem 4.5 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · r · 1, M;N ¸ 1 and let W := U £ Y where W = Lp(R+;RM) £
W
r;p
0 (R+;RN) or W = Lp(R+;RM) £ CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN). Suppose F : Yk
a ! Ua is causal and globally Lipschitz
with F(0) = 0 and is such that the controller CF : Ya ! Ua given by (3.1) applied to some causal operator
P : Ua ! Ya, with P(0) = 0, yields a closed-loop system [P;CF] which is gain stable on W. Let 0 < ® :=
° °¦CF==P
° °
W;W < 1. Suppose h > 0 is such that CEuler
F [h] is stabilizable,





F [h]] is either globally or regularly well posed on W, where CEuler
F [h]: Ya ! Ua is given by (3.2)
and ¢k;h is a regular Y Euler operator. Then the closed-loop system [P;CEuler











As regularity is not required, this result holds for both zero and ¯rst order hold sampled Euler operators.
5 Output feedback stabilization via state feedback under a relative degree
condition
Let us consider the case of the following nonlinear SISO plant:
P : _ x = f(x) + g(x)u1
y1 = h(x); x(0) = 0 2 Rn; (5.1)
where f;g 2 C1 and P is of relative degree r · n, that is:
LgLi
fh(x) = 0; for all x 2 Rn; 1 · i · r ¡ 1;
LgLn¡1
f h(x) 6= 0; for all x 2 Rn:




and that under appropriate completeness assumptions @r¡1y1 forms a partial state. Thus with appropriate
signal domains and co-domains, a plant of the form @r¡1 ± P can be thought of as an input to (partial) state
operator.
The following result then establishes that a solution to the standard (partial) state feedback disturbance
attenuation problem in an Lp sense implies a solution to the derivative output feedback disturbance attenuation
problem in the Lp;Wr;p sense, as considered in this paper. In the context of p = 2, this shows that in the case
of full relative degree, the gain stability conditions in Theorem 4.1 are met by solving the standard (partial)
state feedback nonlinear H1 problem.
Proposition 5.1 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · r · n and let X = Lp(R+;Rn), U = Lp(R+;R), Y = Wr;p(R+;R). Let
R > 0. Suppose P : Ua ! Ya is given by (5.1) and has relative degree r. Suppose further that there exists a
controller C: Xa ! Ua such that [@n ± P;C] is U £ X gain stable on BR;U£X(0). Suppose [P;C ± @n] has the
uniqueness property. Then [P;C ± @n] is U £ Y gain stable on BR;U£Y(0) and
k¦C±@n==PjBR;U£Y(0)k · k¦C==@n±PjBR;U£X(0)k:
23Proof. Let (u0;y0) 2 U £ Y and suppose k(u0;y0)kU£Y · R. Let x0 = @ny0, hence k(u0;x0)kU£X =
k(u0;y0)kU£Y · R. Let H@n±P==C(u0;x0)T = ((u1;x1)T;(u2;x2)T), thus
u2 = Cx2 = C(x0 ¡ x1) = C(x0 ¡ @nPu1) = C(x0 ¡ @nP(u0 ¡ u2)): (5.2)
Any solution ((u0;y0)T;(~ u1;y1)T;(~ u2;y2)T) of [P;C ± @n] satis¯es:
~ u2 = C ± @n~ y2 = C(@ny0 ¡ @nP ~ u1) = C(x0 ¡ @nP(u0 ¡ ~ u2)) (5.3)
Therefore by equation (5.2) it follows that equation (5.3) has a solution ~ u2 = u2. Consequently ~ u1 = u1 and
hence also @ny1 = @nP ~ u1 = @nPu1 = x1 and @n~ y2 = x2 is a solution for [P;C ±@n]. By the uniqueness property
for [P;C ± @n] it follows that this solution is unique, hence [P;C ± @n] is globally well posed, and ¦C±@n==P

























































We remark that since in the case of p < 1 the Euler constructions based on numerical di®erentiation require
k · r¡2, it follows that these constructions are applicable to systems of relative degree r ¸ 2 stabilizable by a
function of the partial state (y;y(1);:::;y(r¡2)). In the case of p = 1 the numerical di®erentiation based Euler
controllers can be applied to feedbacks of a (partial) state (y;y(1);:::;y(r¡1)) (which in the case of systems
with r = n corresponds to full state feedback). Importantly, the high gain observer construction is applicable
to full state feedback case of r = n if p = 2 or p = 1.
6 Fast sampling theorems
Up to this point we have been concerned with the reconstruction of output derivatives from measurement of the
output only. To avoid the need for in¯nite dimensional storage as in the case of the standard Euler operator,
we reconstructed the output derivatives via a process of zero or ¯rst order hold sampling of the output to give
the perfectly and integrally sampled Euler reconstructions. However, in all our examples of Euler operators to
date, the output measurement has been assumed to be available for feedback in continuous time, that is we
have chosen ¢0
k;h = I. We will now show that the sampling machinery developed can also be directly applied
to output measurement channel itself, thus giving rise to fast sampling theorems (possibly including derivative





h; i;j = 0;1: (6.1)
where ¢0
k;h is given by either the zero order holds i = 0;j = 0;1, or the ¯rst order holds i = 1;j = 0;1 (the
case where ¢0
k;h = Dh as in (3.13) corresponds to the insertion of a pure delay in the closed loop, and the main













Figure 2: Sample and hold feedback con¯guration: ±h = Hh ± Sh.
corresponds to a fully sampled output and output derivative reconstruction from sampled output measurements
based on either perfect samples or integrally reconstructed samples at the sample times ft ¸ 0 j t = nh; n 2 Ng.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 apply directly with the Euler approximation constants given in Proposition 6.1 below. Of
special interest is the particular case where r = 1, (¢k;h = ¢0
k;h), as it corresponds to the sampled data version
of an output feedback controller (without derivative reconstruction), as studied in [2, 4, 8, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32].
We consider causal controllers of the form
C: Ya ! Ua: (6.2)
The sampled data controller is de¯ned to be:
Csampled[h]: Ya ! Ua : Csampled = C ± ¢0
k;h: (6.3)
We summarize the Euler approximation properties in the following result:
y 7! ¢0
k;h(y), Euler approximation constants
y 7! ±h(y) for CW
r;p
0 (R+;RN) and W
r;p
0 (R+;RN), r ¸ 1
¢0
k;h = ±h = H0
h ± S0




k;h = ±h = H1
h ± S0




k;h = ±h = H0
h ± S1




k;h = ±h = H1
h ± S1
h °0(h) = 4hN (2(1 + 4hp))
1
p (6.7)
Table 2: Sample and hold operators and their Euler approximation constants.
Proposition 6.1 Let 1 · p · 1, 1 · k < r · 1, h > 0 and let ¢k;h be de¯ned by (3.5), (3.7), (6.1), (3.9)
and table 2. Then ¢k;h is an Y Euler operator, and the Euler approximation constants for Y = Wr;p(R+;RN)









h, then ¢k;h is an regular Y Euler operator.
Proof. It is straightforward to establish that ½(h) = c(h) = 2h, ½(h) = c(h) = 3h, ½(h) = c(h) = 3h,













the Euler approximation constants then follow from Proposition 3.2. Regularity for ¢0
k;h = H1
h ± S0




h follows from the proof of Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.9. 2
25We now specialize Theorem 4.1 to the important case of sampled data output feedback control as in Figure 2.
Due to the semi-global nature of the result, regularity of the sample and hold operation is required; hence this
result applies to the case of ¯rst order holds.





0 (R+;RN). Let R > % > 0. Suppose P : Ua ! Ya is a causal operator with P(0) = 0
and C: Y ! U is causal and locally Lipschitz, with Lipschitz function ¤C given by (4.2), and with C(0) = 0.






and suppose h > 0 is such that








h (rp > 1) or ¢0
k;h = H1
h ± S1














Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.1. 2
The global version of the result is equally applicable to either the zero or ¯rst order holds.





0 (R+;RN). Let R > % > 0. Suppose P : Ua ! Ya is a causal operator with P(0) = 0
and C: Y ! U is causal and globally Lipschitz, with Lipschitz constant LC given by (4.9), and with C(0) = 0.
Suppose the closed-loop system [P;C] is gain stable. Let 0 < ® :=
° °¦C==P
° °
W;W < 1. Suppose h > 0 is
such that Csampled[h] is stabilizable,




and that [P;Csampled[h]] is either globally or regularly well posed on W, where Csampled[h]: Ya ! Ua is given












h (rp > 1). Then the










Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.5. 2
7 Initial conditions
Up to this point we have implicitly required zero initial conditions: our analysis has started at time t = 0, and
we have required that P(0) = C(0) = 0 (if 0 2 ­ then gain stability over ­ implies HP;C(0) = 0 which in turn
implies P(0) = C(0) = 0). In the case of the Euler controllers, this has been enforced by de¯ning delay and
samples of signals at negative times to be zero or in the case of the observer based controller initial conditions
were set to zero, see equations (3.10), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.29). We now consider the case where non-zero
26initial conditions are present. We specify a non zero plant and controller initial condition by removing the
requirement that C(0) = P(0) = 0. This includes permitting non-zero initialisations of the Euler controllers.
The key observation is that if the closed loop system is time-invariant then the closed loop generates bounded
signals from any initial condition which corresponds to a closed loop state which is reachable in ¯nite time,
simply by considering an appropriately time shifted version of the system. Since there are disturbances acting
at both the input and output channels, this means that closed loop stability is maintained from any initial
condition corresponding to a controller state and a plant state which are reachable from the open loop controller
input and from the open loop plant input respectively. We formalise this below.
Let w0 2 W and let desired plant and controller initial conditions x0
P, x0
C be given. The initial conditions
have the same type as the corresponding state: for the Euler controllers based on numerical di®erentiation the
state domain involves the delay line; that is if C is de¯ned via the composition of an Euler operator ¢ and a
memoryless nonlinear operator F, then a controller C: Ya ! Ua, u2 = Cy2 with state x¿
C 2 Y[0;rh] at time
¿ > rh is given by:
(x¿
C)(s) = y2(¿ ¡ rh + s); s 2 [0;rh]:
For high gain observers based controllers the states are simply the observer states.
Let w0 2 W. Suppose ~ w0 = ~ w0(x0
P;x0




~ w0(t) if t < ¿
w0(t ¡ ¿) if t ¸ ¿
2 W, (ii) ~ w0 =
Ã
~ u1 + C~ y2
~ y2 + P ~ u1
!
for some ~ u1 2 U, ~ y2 2 Y, and (iii) X¿
P ~ u1 = x0
P, X¿
C~ y2 = x0
C, where X¿
Pu is a state vector
for the plant P at time ¿ given input u and zero initial conditions; and X¿
Cy is a state for the controller C at
time ¿ given input y and zero initial conditions.
Note that the condition v0 2 W is a compatibility condition; informally it is the requirement that ~ w0 and
w0 can be concatenated in the space W, i.e. the concatenated signal is appropriately smooth at the point of
concatenation, e.g. if W = Wr;p(R+;R) then the requirement is that ~ w
(i)
0 (¿) = w
(i)
0 (0), 1 · i · r and v
(r)
0 is
uniformly continuous at ¿.





















kR¿ ~ w0kW[0;¿) + kw0kW
´
(7.1)





~ u12U; ~ y22Y
n
















27Hence any gain or gain-function bound for the initial condition free case, e.g. inequalities (4.4), (4.10), (6.9)
or (6.10), (possibly over a ¯nite set 0 · kw0kW · R) implies a similar bound for the case of non-zero initial
conditions (over the ¯nite set 0 · kw0kW · R ¡ Â if R < 1), thus giving closed loop signal bounds in terms
of initial conditions and output reconstruction initialisation errors.
We also remark that in the case of linear systems, a further coherent approach to non-zero initial conditions in
this context has been given in [11].
8 Conclusions
The results in this paper ¯rst establish nonlinear separation principles in the setting of a general nonlinear
input-output theory. The existence of certain closed loop gain properties with a nonlinear plant and a controller
based on measurements of derivatives of the output (for example a state measurement) is used to guarantee
the existence of a controller based on direct measurement of the output only. A variety of constructions of
such a controller is given, based on (sampled) numerical di®erentiation or high gain observers. The proofs are
fully constructive and the results give conditions under which semi-global and global stability can be attained
in a variety of signal space settings. Stability is achieved in the sense of disturbance attenuation; disturbances
are present at both the input and output channels; consequently robust stability theory [15] gives automatic
guarantees on the robustness to unmodelled dynamics.
The sampling procedures utilized to develop ¯nite dimensional realizations of the derivative reconstructions
based on numerical di®erentiation are then also applied directly to the output measurement channel itself,
thus establishing fully sampled versions of the results. The results are also specialized to the case where no
derivative construction is required, thus establishing conditions under which measurement feedback controllers
can be replaced by sampled data controllers under a process of zero or ¯rst order hold sampling; once again in
the context of disturbance attenuation.
The approach taken in this paper is strongly distinct to previous approaches to nonlinear separation principles
and to classical approaches to fast sampling theorems; we do not use a state space approach or a singular
perturbation analysis at all to generate the core results: state space calculations are used only for speci¯c
computations on explicit examples. One important consequence of this approach is generality: we make no
assumptions on the underlying realisation of the plant or controller; assumptions are only made on key stability
or continuity properties with respect to both input and output disturbances. Therefore, the underlying systems
may be generated from e.g. lumped, distributed or delay models, or even defy any form of model representation,
and the results are applicable to systems with initial conditions. Finally we emphasize that the notions of gain
stability which we consider are natural performance measures in the context of robust stability and guarantee
robustness to unmodelled dynamics. We therefore consider the required conditions (or similar) to be a natural
goal of controller synthesis.
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309 Appendix A
The semi-global robust stability result given below is based on [15, Th. 5], but accounts for technicalities
arising from the choices of signal space considered in this paper (in particular due to the fact that W may not
be closed under the action of T¿), and di®erences arising from the treatment of the concepts of well-posedness.
A key di®erence between this result and [15, Th. 5] is that no a-priori assumption of existence of solutions is
made on the perturbed closed loop [P1;C], there is just a requirement that solutions are unique where de¯ned;
the gap construction itself is used to guarantee global well posedness. This is much more than a mathematical
nicety; the uniqueness property is a substantively weaker property than well posedness, and can typically be
veri¯ed much more easily. We also observe that the proof below is simpli¯ed by the application of the Schauder
¯xed point theorem [31] as opposed to the treatment in [15, Th. 5] which uses an argument based on the
Leray-Schauder degree (see also [5]).
Observe that we require the signal spaces to be truncation complete spaces, where a space V is said to be
truncation complete if V [0;¿) is complete for all 0 < ¿ < 1.
We ¯rst de¯ne a directed gap distance appropriate for semi-global applications,
~ ±W;r(P1;P2) :=
8
> > > <





x 2 GP1 n f0g;


















©: GP1 \ fx 2 W j kR¿xkW[0;¿) · r; ¿ > 0g ! GP2
¯ ¯ ¯
¯
© is causal; surjective; ©(0) = 0 and
R¿(© ¡ I) is compact for all ¿ > 0
)
:
We now give the semi-global robust stability result, formulated in the usual setting of perturbations to the
plant P. In the context of this paper, we are interested in perturbations of the controller C, to which the
theorem also applies by interchanging the roles of P and C.
Theorem 9.1 Let U, Y be truncation complete signal spaces, and let W = U £ Y. Consider P : Ua ! Ya,
P1: Ua ! Ya and C: Ya ! Ua. Let R > 0 and suppose [P;C] is gain stable on BR ½ W, and [P1;C] has the











Proof. Let 0 < ¿ < 1. Since
° °¦P==CjBR
° °
W;W ¸ 1, it follows that ~ ±W;°R(P;P1) < 1 and hence there exists
a causal mapping ©: GP \ B°R ! GP1 such that R¿(© ¡ I) is compact and the following inequality holds for
all v 2 W such that kR¿vk¿ · °R:
kR¿(© ¡ I)vk¿ · ~ ±W;°R(P;P1) ¢ kR¿vk¿: (9.2)
31Suppose w 2 W, kR¿wk¿ · "R, and consider the equation
R¿w = R¿(I + (© ¡ I)¦P==C)¹ x = R¿(¦C==P + ©¦P==C)¹ x: (9.3)










By de¯nition of W[0;¿), for every x 2 V , there exists ¹ x 2 W such that x = R¿¹ x. Hence since (I ¡ ©)¦P==C is
causal, the following operator is well-de¯ned:
Qw: V ! W[0;¿) : x 7! R¿w + R¿(I ¡ ©)¦P==C¹ x:
Then for all x 2 V , and for any choice ¹ x 2 W s.t. x = R¿¹ x, it follows that kR¿¹ xk¿ = kxk¿ ·
kR¿wk¿
" · R.
Since kR¿¦P==C¹ xk¿ · k¦P==CjBRkW;WkR¿¹ xk¿ · °R it follows from (9.2) with v = ¦P==C¹ x that:
kR¿(© ¡ I)¦P==C¹ xk¿ · ~ ±W;°R(P;P1) ¢ kR¿¦P==C¹ xk¿
· ~ ±W;°R(P;P1) ¢ k¦P==CjBRkW;WkR¿¹ xk¿









Therefore Qw(V ) ½ V . Since R¿(I¡©) is compact and ¦P==C is bounded, it follows that Qw is compact. Since
W is truncation complete, W[0;¿) is a Banach space. Hence since V ½ W[0;¿) is non-empty, closed, bounded
and convex, it follows by Schauder's ¯xed point theorem that Qw has a ¯xed point in V . Hence equation (9.3)
has a solution ¹ x 2 W, with x = R¿¹ x 2 V as claimed.
By the uniqueness property for [P1;C], ¦P1==C : W ! Wa is de¯ned. Let x 2 V and suppose ¹ x 2 W be a
solution of (9.3) with x = R¿¹ x. Since w1 = ©¦P==C¹ x 2 GP1, w2 = ¦C==P ¹ x 2 GC and ©, ¦P1==C, ¦P==C, ¦C==P
are causal, it follows from equation (9.3) that (w;R¿w1;R¿w2) = (w;R¿©¦P==C¹ x;R¿¦C==P ¹ x) is a solution for
[P1;C]. Since this holds for all ¿ > 0, it follows that !w = 1 for [P1;C]. Consequently dom¦P1==Cw = [0;1)
and thus [P1;C] is globally well posed. Since x 2 V and R¿¦P1==Cw = R¿©¦P==C¹ x, the following inequality
holds for all ¿ > 0, w 2 W, kR¿wk¿ · "R:
kR¿¦P1==Cwk¿ = kR¿©¦P==C¹ xk¿
· kR¿¦P==C¹ xk¿ + kR¿(© ¡ I)¦P==C¹ xk¿












hence [P1;C] is gain stable on B"R and:
k¦P1==CjB"RkW;W · k¦P==CjBRkW;W
Ã
1 +~ ±W;°R(P;P1)
"
!
as required. 2
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